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Case Study: Bondi Sands

Campaign Overview:

Client Goals:

Genni Agency  partnered with PushPlay to promote the new Bondi Sands Dark Tone Self Tanning 
product for summer 2022. 
In addition to the creator campaign, we ran a Preffy competition, amplifying the audio usage to inspire 
algorithmic activity with the Bondi Sands branded audio across TikTok.
Genni Agency handled the submission of a new TikTok sound, “Look At My Bronze” by Bondi Sands for 
creators to use with this campaign, as well as the shipment of physical goods to creators. 

For their Dark Tone Self Tanning product promotion, Bondi Sands 
sought a partner to run a large-scale (100+) micro-leaning creator 
campaign in 60 days or less. 
The Bondi Sands team hired Genni Agency, in partnership 
with PushPlay, to handle all recruiting, content organization, 
contracting, and payment of creators. The company aimed to 
spread their budget to target various demographics: Caucasian, 
Asian, African American, and Latin American. 
In addition, the project called for Genni Agency to ship products 
and provide all fulfillment activities to all participating creators.
Finally, Bondi Sands required analytics of creator post performance 
following the completion of the campaign to better help optimize 
their future campaigns

Genni Agency delivered 131 TikTok creator posts in less than  
60 days. 
We worked with Bondi Sands to identify proper demographic 
funding allocations to recruit and collaborate with creators:

Campaign Strategy:

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

70+10+10+7+3• 70% Causasian Creators
• 10% Body Positivity Creators  

(non-ethnic or gender specific) 

• 10% Black Creators
• 7.5% Latin American Creators
• 2.5% AAPI Creators

https://genniagency.com/
https://www.tiktok.com/music/LOOK-AT-MY-BRONZE-by-bondisands-7083323972766518018


Creators were required to include the following in their posts:
• Show a before and after look from the product on video utilizing the “transition” feature in TikTok
• Include tags: @bondisands, #lookatmybronze, and #bondisandspartner in the content caption
• Use the Bondi Sands “Look At My Bronze” branded sound in posted content

Posting Requirements:

Views
328K+

UGC Posts
77+

Combined ReachPosts Views
110M131 150M

Content SharesContent Likes
81.3K2.9M

Creator Campaign Results:

Preffy Campaign Results:

Content created by micro creators, utilizing the created branded audio as 
an algorithm & engagement booster.

Genni Agency facilitated all fulfillment services to get Bondi Sands products into the hands of the creators, 
and we provided tracking numbers to all parties for product shipments. 
Using our proprietary creator software “genni”, Genni Agency recruited creators, organized contracts, paid 
creators, and provided analytics.
The genni software created realtime and wrap-up reporting throughout the campaign. Bondi Sands has 
full access to the reporting, giving them first-hand insight to optimize their future campaigns.

https://www.tiktok.com/music/LOOK-AT-MY-BRONZE-by-bondisands-7083323972766518018


Example Content:
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https://www.tiktok.com/@dannaed_/video/7112875603149196587?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7112875603149196587
https://www.tiktok.com/@hankimfoxy/video/7121789777707404590?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7121789777707404590
https://www.tiktok.com/@lorengray/video/7093285261865553198?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.tiktok.com/@sjbleau/video/7096553477173726470?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7096553477173726470&web_id=7075838474997909035
https://www.tiktok.com/@zoekimkenealy/video/7092131793201040682?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7092131793201040682
https://www.tiktok.com/@zoechinloy/video/7099808883023138094?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7099808883023138094

